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Mamas Getting a New Doll House
Eddie Bryant takes a Renaissance man combining logic and
analytical capabilities with passion and creativity. He is a talented
athlete, writer, photographer, gourmet chef and late to life musician who
composes and performs his own songs. Naturally curious, Eddie
has an innate ability to translate highly complex ideas and concepts into
simple, easy to understand language. He was an early student of
practical “behavioral finance” principles which seek to balance the
emotional and psychological aspects of human nature with the statistics,
probabilities and tools of rigorous analysis. Eddie seeks to help clients
improve the quality of their decision making and outcomes. He is
particularly knowledgeable in optimizing essential wealth management
disciplines (investment, retirement, income and risk planning) within the
important consultative based advice.
Over the past 30 years, Eddie has developed a deep expertise in key
financial areas. He has designed and managed global portfolios,
performed due diligence analysis, and consulted on all aspects asset
management. Eddie has given hundreds of investment related lectures
across the country to individual investors, financial advisors,
CPA’s and other professionals. He has also spoken for the
Harvard Business School Annual Entrepreneurs Conference Orange County and was a featured investment expert on two
talk shows that reached from San Diego to Santa Barbara
California. In addition to investment acumen, Eddie has advised to
some of the premier firms in the financial services industry. These
have included the North American division of Canada’s largest
independent financial services firm, General Electric’s GE
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Eddie Bryant takes a Renaissance man combining
logic and analytical capabilities with passion and creativity.
He is a talented athlete, writer, photographer, gourmet chef
and late to life musician who composes and performs his own
songs. Naturally curious, Eddie has an innate ability to
translate highly complex ideas and concepts into simple, easy
to understand language. He was an early student of
practical “behavioral finance” principles which seek to
balance the emotional and psychological aspects of human
nature with the statistics, probabilities and tools of rigorous
analysis. Eddie seeks to help clients improve the quality of
their decision making and outcomes. He is particularly
knowledgeable in optimizing essential wealth management
disciplines (investment, retirement, income and risk planning) within the important consultative based advice.
the past 30 years, Eddie has developed a deep expertise in
key financial areas. He has designed and managed global
portfolios, performed due diligence analysis, and consulted on
all aspects asset management. Eddie has given hundreds

So is Mama’s Little Helper
Eddie Bryant takes a Renaissance man combining logic and
analytical capabilities with passion and creativity. He is a talented
athlete, writer, photographer, gourmet chef and late to life musician who
composes and performs his own songs. Naturally curious, Eddie
has an innate ability to translate highly complex ideas and concepts into
simple, easy to understand language. He was an early student of
practical “behavioral finance” principles which seek to balance the
emotional and psychological aspects of human nature with the statistics,
probabilities and tools of rigorous analysis. Eddie seeks to help clients
improve the quality of their decision making and outcomes. He is
particularly knowledgeable in optimizing essential wealth management
disciplines (investment, retirement, income and risk planning) within the
important consultative based advice.
Over the past 30 years, Eddie has developed a deep expertise in key
financial areas. He has designed and managed global portfolios,
performed due diligence analysis, and consulted on all aspects asset
management. Eddie has given hundreds of investment related lectures
across the country to individual investors, financial advisors,
CPA’s and other professionals. He has also spoken for the
Harvard Business School Annual Entrepreneurs Conference Orange County and was a featured investment expert on two
talk shows that reached from San Diego to Santa Barbara
California. In addition to investment acumen, Eddie has advised to
some of the premier firms in the financial services industry. These
have included the North American division of Canada’s largest
independent financial services firm, General Electric’s GE
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Eddie Bryant takes a Renaissance man combining logic and
analytical capabilities with passion and creativity. He is a
talented athlete, writer, photographer, gourmet chef and late to life
musician who composes and performs his own songs. Naturally
curious, Eddie has an innate ability to translate highly complex
ideas and concepts into simple, easy to understand language. He
was an early student of practical “behavioral finance” principles
which seek to balance the emotional and psychological aspects of
human nature with the statistics, probabilities and tools of rigorous
analysis. Eddie seeks to help clients improve the quality of their
decision making and outcomes. He is particularly knowledgeable
in optimizing essential wealth management disciplines (investment,
retirement, income and risk planning) within the important consultative based advice.
Over the past 30 years, Eddie has developed a deep expertise in
key financial areas. He has designed and managed global portfolios, performed due diligence analysis, and consulted on all aspects
asset management. Eddie has given hundreds of investment
related lectures across the country to individual investors, financial
advisors, CPA’s and other professionals. He has also

Entertainment is on the Kid’s Menu

Eddie Bryant takes a Renaissance man combining logic and analytical capabilities with passion and creativity. He is a talented athlete, writer, photographer, gourmet chef and late to life musician who composes and performs his own songs. Naturally
curious, Eddie has an innate ability to translate highly complex ideas and concepts into simple, easy to understand language. He was an early student of practical “behavioral finance” principles which seek to balance the emotional and psychological aspects of human
nature with the statistics, probabilities and tools of rigorous analysis. Eddie seeks to help clients improve the quality of their decision making and outcomes. He is particularly knowledgeable in optimizing essential wealth management disciplines (investment,

Big...

...and Little

Eddie Bryant takes a Renaissance man combining logicand analytical capabilities with passion and creativity. He is a talented athlete, writer, photographer, gourmet chef and late to life musician who composes and performs his own songs. Naturally curious, Eddie has an innate
ability to translate highly complex ideas and concepts into simple, easy to understand language. He was an early student of practical “behavioral finance” principles which seek to balance the emotional and psychological aspects of human nature with the statistics, probabilities and tools of
rigorous analysis. Eddie seeks to help clients improve the quality of their decision making and outcomes. He is particularly knowledgeable in optimizing essential wealth management disciplines (investment, retirement, income and risk planning) within the important consultative based
advice. Over the past 30 years, Eddie has developed a deep expertise in key financial areas. He has designed and managed global portfolios, performed due diligence analysis, and consulted on all aspects asset management. Eddie has given hundreds of investment related lectures across the

